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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the problem of synthesizing proactive de-
fense systems in which the defender can allocate deceptive targets
and modify the cost of actions for the attacker who aims to com-
promise security assets in this system. We model the interaction
of the attacker and the system using a formal security model– a
probabilistic attack graph. By allocating fake targets/decoys, the
defender aims to distract the attacker from compromising true tar-
gets. By increasing the cost of some attack actions, the defender
aims to discourage the attacker from committing to certain poli-
cies and thereby improve the defense. To optimize the defense
given limited decoy resources and operational constraints, we for-
mulate the synthesis problem as a bi-level optimization problem,
while the defender designs the system, in anticipation of the at-
tacker’s best response given that the attacker has disinformation
about the system due to the use of deception. Though the general
formulation with bi-level optimization is NP-hard, we show that
under certain assumptions, the problem can be transformed into
a constrained optimization problem. We proposed an algorithm
to approximately solve this constrained optimization problem us-
ing a novel, incentive-design method for projected gradient ascent.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method using
numerical experiments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Proactive defense refers to a class of defense mechanisms for the
defender to detect any ongoing attacks, distract the attacker with
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deception, or use randomization to increase the difficulty of an at-
tack to the system. This paper proposes a mathematical framework
and solution approach for synthesizing a proactive defense system
with deception.

We start by formulating the attack planning problem using a
probabilistic attack graph, which can be viewed as a Markov deci-
sion process with a set of attack target states. Attack graphs(AGs)[5]
can be used in modeling computer networks. They are widely used
in network security to identify the minimal subset of vulnerabili-
ty/sensors to be used in order to prevent all known attacks[6, 7].
Probabilistic attack graphs introduce uncertain outcomes of attack
actions that account for action failures in a stochastic environment.
For example, in [3, 4], probabilistic transitions in attack graphs cap-
ture uncertainties originated from network-based randomization.
Under the probabilistic attack graph modeling framework, we in-
vestigate how to allocate decoy resources as fake targets to distract
the attacker into attacking the fake targets and how to modify the
attack action costs to discourage the attacker from reaching the
true targets.

The joint design of decoy resource allocation and action cost
modification can be cast as a bi-level optimization problem, where
the defender (at the upper level) designs the system, in anticipation
of the attacker’s (at the lower level) best response, given that the at-
tacker has disinformation about the system due to allocated decoys.
However, bi-level optimization problems are generally NP-hard [1].
Under the assumption that potential decoy states are predefined,
and the defender only needs to allocate resources/rewards to decoys,
we prove the bi-level optimization can be equivalently expressed
as a constrained optimization problem. To solve the constrained
optimization problem using a projected gradient ascent efficiently,
we build two important relations: First, we show that the projection
step of a defender’s desired attack policy to the set of realizable
attack policy space can be performed using Inverse Reinforcement
Learning (IRL) [8]. Essentially, IRL shapes the attacker’s perceived
reward so that the attacker will mimic a strategy chosen by the
defender. Second, the gradient ascent step can be performed using
policy improvement, which is a subroutine in policy iteration with
respect to maximizing the defender’s total reward. The projected
gradient ascent is ensured to converge to a (local) optimal solution
to this nonconvex-constrained optimization problem.
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2 METHOD
2.1 A Bi-level Optimization Formulation
We consider the adversarial interaction between a defender and
an attacker in a system equipped with proactive defense. We use
a probabilistic attack graph to capture how the attacker plans to
achieve the attack objective. The probabilistic attack graph, also
known as a Markov decision process (MDP) with a set of attack
target states, can be modeled𝑀 = (𝑆,𝐴, 𝑃, a,𝛾, 𝐹 , 𝑅2),where 𝑆 is the
set of statespace(nodes in the attack graph); 𝐴 is the set of actions;
𝑃 : 𝑆 ×𝐴 → Dist(𝑆) is a probabilistic transition function such that
𝑃 (𝑠′ |𝑠, 𝑎) is the probability of reaching 𝑠′ given action 𝑎 taken at
state 𝑠; a ∈ Dist(𝑆) is the initial state distribution; 𝛾 ∈ (0, 1] is a
discount factor. The attacker’s objective is described by a final state
set 𝐹 and a reward function 𝑅2 : 𝐹 ×𝐴 → R≥0 which assigns each
state-action pair (𝑠, 𝑎) where 𝑠 ∈ 𝐹 and 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 to a nonnegative
value of reaching that target for the attacker.

The attacker aims to find a policy 𝜋 to maximize her value func-
tion

𝑉 𝜋
2 (a) = E𝜋 [

∞∑︁
𝑘=0

𝛾𝑘𝑅2 (𝑆𝑘 , 𝐴𝑘 ) |𝑆0 ∼ a],

where E𝜋 is the expectation given the probability measure Pr𝜋 .
We assume the defender knows the attacker’s objective given by

the tuple ⟨𝐹, 𝑅2⟩. The defender has the following proactive defense
mechanisms: decoy resource allocation and state-action reward
modification. Let ®𝑥 ∈ R |𝑆×𝐴 |

≤0 represent the state-action reward
modification policy. The attacker’s perceptual reward function is

𝑅 ®𝑥
2 (𝑠, 𝑎) =

{
®𝑥 (𝑠, 𝑎) if ®𝑥 (𝑠, 𝑎) < 0,
𝑅2 (𝑠, 𝑎) if ®𝑥 (𝑠, 𝑎) = 0.

Let ®𝑦 ∈ R𝐷≥0 represent the decoy resource allocation policy,
where 𝐷 is the set of decoys. The attacker’s perceptual reward
function is defined by

𝑅
®𝑦
2 (𝑠, 𝑎) =

{
®𝑦 (𝑠) if ®𝑦 (𝑠) > 0,
𝑅2 (𝑠, 𝑎) if ®𝑦 (𝑠) = 0.

The defender’s reward function 𝑅1 : 𝑆 → R defined by 𝑅1 (𝑠) = 1
if 𝑠 ∈ 𝐷 , otherwise 𝑅1 (𝑠) = 0. The defender aims to find a defending
strategy ( ®𝑥, ®𝑦) that the attacker’s policy 𝜋 maximizes his value

function 𝑉 𝜋
1 (a, ®𝑦) = E𝜋 [

∞∑
𝑘=0

𝛾𝑘𝑅1 (𝑆𝑘 ) |𝑆0 ∼ a] .

Then our problem can be formulated as follows:

Problem 1.

max.
®𝑥∈𝑋, ®𝑦∈𝑌

𝑉 𝜋∗
1 (a ; ®𝑦)

s.t. 𝜋∗ ∈ argmax
𝜋

𝑉 𝜋
2 (a ; ®𝑥, ®𝑦).

2.2 Transforming into a Constrained
Optimization Problem

The bi-level optimization problem is known to be strongly NP-hard
[2]. However, under certain conditions, the bi-level optimization
problem can be shown to be equivalent to a constrained optimiza-
tion problem. Let Π( ®𝑥, ®𝑦) be the set of response policies in the
attacker’s perceived planning problem with respect to a choice of

variables ®𝑥 and ®𝑦. The bi-level optimization problem is then equiv-
alently written as the following constrained optimization problem:

max.
𝜋∗

𝑉 𝜋∗
1 (a, ®𝑦)

s.t. 𝜋∗ ∈ Π ≜
⋃

®𝑦∈𝑌,®𝑥∈𝑋
Π( ®𝑥, ®𝑦) .

Because the above problem is a standard-constrained optimiza-
tion problem, one can obtain a locally optimal solution using the
projected gradient method. A key step in performing Projected
Gradient Ascent (PGA) is to evaluate the projection in the PGA.
However, this is nontrivial because the set Π includes a set of attack
policies, each of which corresponds to a choice of vectors ( ®𝑥, ®𝑦).
As a result, Π does not have a compact representation. However,
it is noted that the projection step is equivalent to minimizing the
distance between policy 𝜋 and 𝜋 , which is equivalent to

min.
𝜋

D(𝜋, 𝜋)

s.t. 𝜋 ∈ Π, ®𝑦 (𝑠) > 0;∀𝑠 ∈ 𝐷.

where D(𝜋, 𝜋) is the distance between the two policies 𝜋, 𝜋 .
Thus we can use IRL [8] to perform the projection step. Then

use policy improvement to perform the gradient ascent step.

3 EXPERIMENT
We have evaluated our proposed method using a probabilistic attack
graph.The attacker obtains a reward by reaching the true target or
fake decoys. The defender gets rewards when the attacker enters
the fake decoys.

When we do not allocate fake target rewards, the attacker has
a probability 60.33% of reaching the target set 𝐹 from the initial
state. When we assign rewards to the fake target, the attacker has
a probability 8.63% of reaching the target set 𝐹 from the initial
state. By assigning resources to decoys to attract the attacker, the
defender significantly reduces the attacker’s probability of reaching
the target state (85% reduction) and improves the defender’s value
by 3.38 times.

4 CONCLUSION
We present a mathematical framework and algorithms for decoy
allocation and reward modification in a proactive defense system.
Our technical approach can be applied to many safety-critical sys-
tems where the probabilistic attack graphs are constructed from
known vulnerabilities in a system. The formulation and solutions
can be extended to a broad set of adversarial interactions in which
proactive defense with deception can be deployed.
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